
Your vehicle or truck loan may be the most crucial debt you have. Chapter 7 puts you in the chauffeur seat for
dealing with this debt.

As I said in the last blog, when you think about protected debts - those tied to security like a car - it helps to take
a look at these sort of financial obligations as 2 offers in one. You made a commitment to pay back some money
provided to you and then consented to back up that commitment by providing the financial institution specific
rights to your security.

The first deal - to pay back the cash - can usually be discharged (lawfully eliminated) in insolvency in Iowa. But the
2nd deal-the rights you quit in the collateral, here a lien on the automobile title - is not impacted by your personal
bankruptcy. So, you can erase the debt, but the creditor stays on the title and can get your vehicle. Your choices in
Chapter 7 and the creditors are tied to these 2 realities.

Keep or Give up?

As long as you submit your Chapter 7 case before your lorry gets repossessed, the ball begins in your court about
whether to keep or surrender it.

Give up the Vehicle

In many scenarios, if you want to give up the car, then doing so in a Chapter 7 insolvency is the place to do it.
That's because, in the vast bulk of vehicle loans, you would still owe part of the financial obligation after the
surrender - the so-called "shortage balance"- often a shockingly big quantity. That's since you generally owe more
than the automobile is worth, but also because the contract allows the creditor to charge you all of its costs of
foreclosure and resale. Surrendering your car during your Chapter 7 case permits you to discharge the entire debt
and not be on the hook for any of those costs.

To be extensive, there is a theoretical possibility that the lorry loan lender might challenge your discharge of the
"shortage balance," based upon fraud or misstatement when you participated in the loan. These are rare, and
specifically so with lorry loans.

Keep It

Whether you are current on the loan payments does not matter if you are giving up the vehicle. But if you wish to
keep it, whether you are current, and if not how far behind you are, can make all the distinction.

Keep the Lorry When Existing

As you can think, it's simplest if you are existing. Then you would simply keep making the payments on time, and



would generally sign a "reaffirmation agreement" to exclude the lorry loan from the discharge of financial
obligations at the end of your Chapter 7 case.

The majority of conventional automobile loan creditors demand you signing a reaffirmation contract, at the full
balance of the loan - it's a take-it-or-leave-it proposition. If you wish to keep the car or truck, you need to
"reaffirm" the initial debt, even if by this time the financial obligation is bigger than the worth of the lorry. This can
be hazardous because if you fail to keep up the payments later, you might still wind up with a foreclosure and a
hefty staying balance owed - AFTER having skipped on the chance to discharge this debt previously in your
personal bankruptcy case. So make sure to comprehend this plainly before declaring, specifically if the balance is
already more than the car is worth.

Some financial institutions - most likely smaller sized, regional lenders - may be willing to permit you to declare
for less than the full balance so that the lender prevents taking an even bigger loss if you surrender the car.
Whether you live in Altoona or another local residential area, speak to your main Iowa-based personal bankruptcy
attorney to see whether this is a possibility in your situation.

Keep the Automobile When Not Current

If you are not existing on the car loan at the time your Chapter 7 case is filed, the majority of the time you will
need to get existing rapidly to be able to keep the car - usually within a month or 2. That remains in part because
for a "reaffirmation arrangement" to be enforceable, it must be submitted at the bankruptcy court prior to the
discharge order is entered. Since that occurs typically about three months after the case is filed, the creditor needs
to choose rapidly whether you will have the ability to catch up on the payments and declare the debt.

Again, specific automobile creditors might be more flexible, perhaps letting you century law firm jacksonville fl
avoid some earlier missed out on payments, or offering you more time to treat the balance due. Your lawyer will
know whether these might use to your financial institution.

Stronger Medicine through Chapter 13

But what if you are behind on your payments more than you can capture up within a month or two after filing? If
you have actually chosen that you truly need to keep the cars and truck or truck, discuss the Chapter 13 choice
with your attorney. Depending upon different aspects, you might not only have more time to pay the arrearage,
however you might also decrease your regular monthly payments, the rates of interest, and the overall total up to
be paid on the financial obligation. The next blog site will enter this Chapter 13 option.
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